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Material for this issue of the Bulletin was
abstracted from United States Navy press re-
leases, National Science Foundation news re-
leases, and from the final report of the United
States Air Force 9th Troop Carrier Squadron on
its DEEP FREEZE 63 operations.

The United States Antarctic Projects Officer
and his staff are indebted to Captain Roy
Shults, USN, Deputy Commander, U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica, and to Mr. Ken
Moulton, National Science Foundation, for their
help in supplying information for the article
on Eights Station; to Dr. Samuel B. Treves of
the Ohio State University Polar Research Insti-
tue and the Department of Geology, University
of Nebraska, for the article on Geology in Ant-
arctica; and to Mr. H.G. Lewis of the Navy Bur-
eau of Yards and Docks for the article on Cons-
truction in Antarctica.

All photographs in the Bulletin are official
U.S. Navy photographs except where indicated
otherwise.

Greenwich Mean Time is used in the Bulletin
unless otherwise noted. No events after I
March appear in this issue.

When notifying this office of a change of
address, you are requested to make reference
to the four-digit code number appearing in
the lower right hand corner of the address
label.

All inquiries should be directed to the United
States Antarctic Projects Officer, 718 faokson
Place, N.W., Washington, 25, D.C. Telephone:
STerling 3-0860, extension 3795.
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MONTH IN REVIEW

As February drew to a close, so did the Antarctic summer. Although
winter doesn't officially begin until mid-rune, for the men wintering-
over, it begins with the exodus of the summer personnel. For the men at
McMurdo Station, this was at 1430 hours on 10 March when USS GLACIER
turned toward the open sea and sailed from McMurdo Sound • For the men at
the inland stations, it began a week or two earlier as the airplanes of
Air Development Squadron SIX completed their flights and departed for the
United States.

During the peak of the summer support season, there were over 1250
men at United States stations. The wintering-over party consists of 311.
Much was accomplished during the Antarctic suer. Seven million pounds
of cargo and supplies were handled, a new station was established, many
construction jobs, large and small, were completed at McMurdo, Hallett,
Byrd, and South Pole stations in addition to the establishment of the
new station, Eights. Seven million gallons of fuel, diesel oil, fl'-4,
aviation and automotive gasoline were pumped from the tankers in McMurdo
Sound to storage tanks and fuel bladders through twenty miles of hose,
and thousands of miles were driven over the ice of the Ross Ice Shelf by
equipment operators pulling sleds of cargo and equipment to McMurdo Sta-
tion and to Williams Field.

The scientists were deployed throughout the continent at the United
States stations and at numerous field camps gathering scientific data in
meteorology, glaciology, geology, radioscience, ionospheric physics, biol.
ogy, topography, and seismology.

The first United States station to be isolated for the winter was
Eights, on 15 February, followed the next day by the Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station. The 11 men who will winter-over at Eights and the 22 at
South Pole watched the departures of the LC-130Fs as they carried away
the last of the summer support personnel from the two stations.

Their work completed on the surface, the 21 navyinen and 12 scientists
at Byrd Station watched the last airplane depart on 2. March before they
retreated into their tunnels to begin their winter work. At Hallett Sta-
tion, the 18 United States and New Zealand men watched as USS GLACIER de-
parted on 9 March with the remainder of the summer personnel, after having
delivered the last of the cargo and mail to the station.

The weather station at Little Rockford closed down for the winter on
19 February and the six men who had summered there were brought back to
McMurdo Station. The three men at the other small weather station, Beard-
more, were evacuated on 1 March and that station was closed. These two
stations are operated during the summer season only.

Since the beginning of the winter period at the five permanent sta-
tions, the men have been busy putting the finishing touches on their
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buildings and storing their supplies and equipment as well as conducting
the scientific programs that will be carried out through the winter.

The last station to be isolated for the winter was MoMurdo, our
largest. For the 227 men who will winter-over, there is much work yet to
be done. As USS GLACIER pulled out of McMurdo Sound on 10 March, the men
resumed the ever-continuing job of camp maintenance and vehicle repair.
In addition, they have been busy storing the supplies that arrived on the
last ship. The scientific studies have also continued at McMurdo. The 11
USARP scientists have been joined by Gennady Tarakanov, a meteorologist
from Leningrad, Russia, who will winter-over as the Russian representa-
tive this year.

In addition to the navymen and USARP scientists wintering-over at
McMurdo this year, there are 11 civilian representatives of the Martin-
Marietta Corporation, who have the responsibility for operating the nuc-
lear power plant at MoMurdo Sound under the direction of the Atomic Energy
Commission representatives. They are assisted by Navy and Army Staff
personnel who have been trained at the Navy Nuclear Power Unit at Fort
Belvoir, Virginia.

As this issue of the Bulletin goes to press, summer ends in Antaro-.
tioa for DEEP FREEZE 63 and winter starts for the 311 United States men
who will spend the period studying the continent in an attempt to un-
look more of its secrets and making preparation for the start of the next
summer season. Most of the aircraft are back in the United States and the
ships are on route home or to new assignments.

IWLRNâTI0NAL COOPERATION

Since the beginning of the International Geophysical Year in 1957,
many instances of one nation coming to the aid of another in the Antarc-
tic have been noted. One such occurred recently.

The Australian Antarctic Division, through the U.S. Naval Attache in
Canberra, issued an urgent request to Commander, U.S. Naval Support Forces,
Antarctica, for assistance in evacuating a critically ill medical patient
from the Danish Ship, NELIA DAN.

NELL& DAN, chartered to resupply the Australian Stations, Mawson,
Davis, and Wilkes, was in the Davis Sea near Mirnyy, one of the Russian
stations, when it was necessary to evacuate a sailor for emergency medi-
cal treatment.

Admiral Reedy, on receiving the request for assistance, diverted the
icebreaker USS GLACIER on 20 February to rendezvous with NELJA DAN to
evacuate the patient. GLACIER had been proceeding from Port Lyttelton,
N.Z. to McMurdo Sound and was in the vicinity of Scott Island. She im-.
mediatel7 proceeded to Hallett Station to meet USS EDISTO in order to
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take aboard a medical officer. From Hallett, she proceeded to the vici-
nity of Mirnyy for the rendezvous with NELLA DAN.

The rendezvous was effected on 26 February and the patient was
transferred to GLACIER which then departed for McMurdo Sound where air
transportation was waiting at Williams Field for an evacuation flight
to Christchurch. The patient was transferred to Williams Field on 3
March and flown to Christchurch immediately.

AIR FORCE OPERATIONS FOR OPERATION DEEP FREEZE 63

I
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A United States Air Force C-124 Globemaster at Williams Field, Antarctica

For the seventh consecutive year, C-124 Globemasters operated in the
Antarctic, and for the fourth consecutive year these operations were oar-
nod on by the Military Air Transport Service, Ninth Troop Carrier Squad-
ron, Lieutenant Colonel Foy B. Frost, USAF, commanding. To support the
9th Troop Carrier Squadron, the Air Force assigned the 1710th Aerial
Port Squadron, a veteran of seven years with DEEP FREEZE.

Because of the exigencies of Antarctic operations and because many
of the services to be found at an Air Force base were not available in
New Zealand, the squadron was augmented by personnel from other units.
In all, 60 officers and 343 men were deployed. The squadron had nine
C-124 aircraft to carry out its principal task of providing support to
"U.S. Navy Task Force 43, Project DEEP FREEZE 63, by airlifting approxi-
mately 600 tons (including passengers and cargo) from New Zealand to Ant-
arctica and air-dropping approximately 1213 net tons of equiinent in the
Antarctic during the period October through December, 1962."

In addition, the Air Force assigned two SC-54D aircraft and crews
from the Pacific Air Rescue Center to provide sea-air rescue coverage
from New Zealand south to 600 south latitude during the period that the
C-124s were operating in the area.
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The C-124s departed from Donaldson Air Force Base, S.C., between 7
September and 6 October. From the United States to New Zealand, squadron
aircraft transported 66 tons of cargo and 261 passengers.

The original schedule called for turn-around flights between Christ-
church and McMurdo to begin the first of October. Bad weather and diffi..
oulties in completing a new ice runway at the station delayed the start
of operations so that the first C-124s did not reach Antarctica until 7
October. From that date until 24 October, the planes were principally
employed in carrying passengers and high priority cargo from New Zealand
to McMurdo.

On that date, the first air-drop was made at Byrd Station, and on 4
November the first fuel was delivered to Eights Station. From this time,
things progressed reasonably well although some delays were encountered.
Unexpectedly large areas of fast bay ice prevented the ships from arriving
as hoped so that diesel fuel for delivery inland was in short supply, a
situation somewhat aggravated by the temporary shut-down of the nuclear
reactor at McMurdo Sound • Another factor causing some delay was the de-
terioration which began to affect the new ice runway in mid-November.
It was discovered, however, that the runway laid out the previous year
could be easily put back into operating condition, and this was done.

To a veteran squadron, accustomed to the vagaries of Antarctic opera-
tions, none of these problems was likely to prevent it from completing its
mission. As so often happens, original plans were changed as the season
developed. Accidental loss of 200,000 gallons of aviation gasoline caused
some adjustment in drop and turn-around commitments. With the approach
of the tankers in late November, it became evident that, if the South Pole
and Byrd Stations were to be adequately supplied with fuel, additional
air-drops would be required, and the U.S. Naval Support Force laid on a
request for 20 more flights. There was, however, still insufficient
fuel to oomplete this soheduló, and only 15 drops were made before the
C-124s redeployed to Christchurch on 11 December.

Among unusual events of the season was the delivery of nine tons
of fuel and supplies to an Australian traverse party on its way from
Wilkes Station to Vostok Base on 6 November, Weather does not seem to
have seriously delayed operations. On one occasion, however, three C-124s
were out off from McMurdo by a sudden storm. All three were able to land
safely on the bay ice at Hallett Station.

The squadron redeployed to the United States in mid-Deoember having
successfully carried out its mission. On the return, the aircraft trans-
ported 280 passengers and 51 tons of cargo. Shortly after the return,
it was announced that C-124s would no longer be used in Antarctica, and,
on 18 January, the 9th Troop Carrier Squadron was deactivated, thus
closing another chapter in Antarctic history.
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C-124 STATISTICS

Christchurch McMurdo to McMurdo McMurdo McMurdo McMurdo to
to McMurdo Christchurch to Byrd to Pole to Eights Traverse

Sorties	63	58	63	6	25	1

Flights
	completed

	
58

	

Passengers
	

592

Tons cargo

	

airlifted
	

503

Flying Hours 678

'gross tons air-dropped

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

The United States Antarctic Projects Officer has recently published
a Supplement to Geographic Names of Antarctica (Gazeteer No. 14). This
publication is a reprinting of all the supplementary lists that have
been approved since the appearance of the Gazeteer in 1956. It includes
Supplementary List No. 1, November 1960, and lists included in the
following issues of the Bulletin of the United States Antarctic Projects
Officer: Vol. II, No. 7, March 1961; Vol. III, No. 1, September 1961;
Vol. III, No. 6, February 1962; and Vol. IV, No. 3, December 1962.
Copies may be obtained by writing the United States Antarctic Projects
Officer, 718 Jackson P1., N.W., Washington 25, D.C.

LIBRARY NOTE

All books, reports, and pamphlets which are listed in the Bulletin
under Additions to the Library Collection may be referred to or used by
those interested at the U.S. Antarctic Projects Office, 718 Jackson Place,
N.i7., Washington 25, D.C. For information, contact Mrs. S.A. Berliner
at STerling 3-0860, extension 3795.

PUBLICATION REVISION

The publication, Introduction to Antarctica, dated January 1961 has
been revised as of January 1963 and is now available for distribution.
Anyone interested may obtain a copy by sending a request to this office
either in the form of a post card or through a telephone call.
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U.S. ARMY FIRST TO LAND HELICOPRS AT SOUTH POLE

// -

/

U.S. Army helicopters arrive at the South Pole. The men, all from the
U.S. Army Transportation Board, Fort Eustis, Virginia, are L-R: Kneel-
ing, SP/5 Paul George, 1st Lt. Charles Beaman, Capt. Neal E. Early,
CWO John P. D'Angelo, and SP/5 Louis J. Harrison. Second Row, L..R:
SP/5 James C. MoCaslin, Captain Frank H. Radspinner, Jr., S/Sgt Robert
X. Anderson, CWO Joe R. Griffin, and SP/5 Frank L. MacPherson. (of-
ficia]. U.S. Army Photograph).

Another "first" was established in Antarctica during Operation DEEP
FREEZE 63, this time by the U.S. Army Transportation Board from Fort
Eustis, Virginia.

On 4 February at 0515 hours, three UH-1B turbo-driven Iroquois heli-
copters landed at the South Pole. The three helicopters led by the de-
tachment's offioer-in-harge, Capt. Frank H. Radspinner, Jr., had flown
from Mount Weaver, 185 miles to the north. The Army Iroquois had been
working on Topo East and West, a continuation of last season's Topo North
and South. Accompanying the helicopters during their flight from Mount
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Weaver was a VX-6 LC-130. (For related article, see the Bulletin, Vol. IV,
No. 5, February, 1963).

The Iroquois is the fourth type of aircraft to land at the
South Pole since the advent of aviation in the Antarctic in 1928. The
first airplane to land there was a twin-engine LC-47 (MD) transport of
VX-6, the "Que Será Ser t', which set down on 31 October 1956 with Rear
Admiral George Dufok, USN, then commander of U.S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica. Numerous LP-2J (P2V) flights were made to the South Pole
from 1957 through 1959. The third type airplane to land at the South
Pole, commencing in 1960, was the LC-130 Hercules which presently makes
up VX-G's main group of airplanes in its support operations in Antarctica.

At the conclusion of the historic event, the helicopters were dis-
mantled for shipment to McMurdo Station in the cargo bay of VX-6 LC-130Fs.
From McMurdo, they were shipped to the United States.

THE STORY OF EIGHTS STATION

Construction of Eights Station has just been completed and it has
been staffed by 11 men who will spend the first winter there. This sta-
tion, named for James Eights of Albany, N.Y., the first United States
scientist to visit Antarctica, is the newest United States station in
Antarctica.

The story of Eights Station goes back to DEEP FREEZE 61, the second
year of Antarctic operation for the LC-130 ski-equipped Hercules. It was
then that the long range capability of the Hercules was demonstrated by
a flight of test aircraft from McMurdo Station to establish Camp Minne-
sota, a geological camp in the Jones Mountains (Eights Coast, Belling-
shausen Sea). Two LC-130s from McMurdo, preceded by an LC-47 (R4D)
from Byrd Station, made the 1315 nautical mile flight to deliver 10,000
pounds of cargo and equipment and a nine-man University of Minnesota
geological party to the camp. These flights were the precedent for the
plans which made Eights Station a reality as its buildings are air-trans-
portable and were flown to the site this year in LC-130s. (See the Bulle-
tin, Volume II, Number 4, December 1960, page 21, for related articles).

The choice of the location for the new station had its beginning
in DEEP FREEZE 62 when the temporary Sky-Hi Station was established at
75 0 14'S, 77 0 10 1 W. Sky-Hi was established as a suer scientific station
with VLF, geomagnetic and ionospheric recording equipment. It was to be
located at the southern conjugate point of another scientific station be-
ing established in the Pare des Laurentides, about 100 miles north of
Quebec City, Canada. By having the two stations, it would be possible
to gather conjugate point upper atmosphere data to use in comparisons.

Iowa
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With the knowledge gained from DEEP FREEZE 61 and 62, it is not too
difficult to see how the concept upon which Eights Station was designed
and located was developed. Its location, several hundred yards from Sky-
Hi Station at the base of the Palmer Peninsula, is considered an excel-
lent one from a scientific standpoint as it lies just north of the south-
ern auroral zone and, again, is the southern conjugate of the nore'ii
station near Quebec City.

The concept of the base
is unique in Antarctica,
consisting of air-transpor-
table buildings designed to
fit in the cargo space of an
LO-130 and be easily movable
on the ground. The build-
ings were supplied by North-
land Camps, Inc. of Seattle,
Washington, the United States
subsidiary of the Alberta
Trailer Company of Calgary.

Before being shipped
to Antarctica, each of the
8 x 8 x 27 foot buildings

Loading one of the building units in an	was completely equipped for
LC-130F for the trip to Eights Station	its intended use. This in-

cluded the electrical wiring,
cabinets, beds, stoves, and all other necessary equipment. One unit was
also loaded aboard an LIJ-130F during the Canadian summer to make sure it
fit properly. When completed, the 11 buildings were shipped aboard USS
ARNEB to McMurdo Station and flown by LC-130s over the 1348 nautical miles
to the location of Eights Station.

When the SeaBees of Mobile Construction Battalion EIGHT arrived in
January to construct the base, they found the fuel for the station and
other preliminary supplies in place. Early in November, Navy LC-130s
and Air Force C-124s delivered over half-a-million pounds of fuel and sup-
plies to the site. The base was set up and occupied by 20 January, just
20 days after the first LC-130 began flying building units to the site.

When the SeaBees withdrew on 27 January, the station still awaited
the arrival of a D-8 tractor which will be used to move the buildings
and do other work. Actually the vehicle was on its way, having left
Byrd Station on 20 December as part of a logistics traverse under CWO
George W. Fowler, USA. After experiencing some difficulties with the
weather and a temporary breakdown of his tractor, Mr. Fowler pulled in-
to Eights Station on 31 January.
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Side view of the main-complex building units at Eights
Station (National Science Foundation photograph).

The main building complex of the station consists of eight prefabri-
cated units joined into one group which includes sleeping quarters, kitchen
unit, bath, generator room, and communications facilities, along with
space for the aurora, ionosphere, and meteorology research programs. Three
other units, separated from the main complex, are used for geomagnetic
studies and the VLF program.

Each of the units is mounted on skids so that it can be moved at a
future date. If, after a few years, snow begins to pile up around them,
they may be dug out and moved to a new location on the surface. In this
way, it is hoped to prevent the buildings from being crushed, while at
the same time avoiding the expense of an elaborate undersurface installa-
tion such as that at the new Byrd Station. The amount of snow accumula-
tion for a year is estimated to be at least four feet. In addition, if
the day should come that Eights is no longer of value for scientific
work, the buildings may be taken up and carried elsewhere as they were
brought in, by air.

The eight units in the main complex are placed in two parallel rows
of four units each. These rows, in turn, are connected by a hallway con-
sisting of a floor and ceiling, its walls being those of the eight units.
This system provides one large building, about 120 feet long and 24 feet
wide, with eight large rooms and one continuous hallway.

In addition to the 11 prefabricated buildings, there are three
caches located through the base: one under the snow and stored with
frozen food; one above the snow, but covered over, used for storing
spare parts and for conducting limited shop work if needed; and the
last also above the snow used for storing general items of supply.
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End view of the main-complex building units at Eights
Station (National Science Foundation photograph).

In the event of an emergency that would necessitate evacuation of
Eights Station, emergency provisions have been provided at Sky-Hi Sta-
tion, just a short distanóe away. Sky-Hi has four Jamesway huts and
they are completely stocked with emergency survival items. It also has
its own power system. There are adequate supplies there to maintain the
11-man wintering-over party throughout the winter.

The scientific program at the new station will be devoted entirely
to research in upper atmosphere physics. Included are projects dealing
with the earth's magnetic field, auroral studies, study of naturally oc-
curring very low frequency (VLF) radio phenomena, observation and sound-
ing of the ionosphere, and a meteorological program.

Data collected with the geomagnetic recording equipment will provide
information for correlation with ionosphere and auroral studies and for
study of cosmic ray distribution and variation as well as help provide a
more complete picture of the entire terrestrial magnetic field and its
variations during magnetic storms. The VLF program, in conjunction with
the northern conjugate station, is expected to provide information on
the size of conjugate areas and to help explain variations in the distri-
bution of VLF activity about the northern station.

Eights, in contrast to other U.S. Antarctic stations, is situated
Just north of the southern auroral zone, making it possible to observe
visually the northern extension of aurora. An all-sky camera and patrol
spectrograph will be operated 'to supplement visual observations. Along
with other Antarctic stations, Eights will carry out standard surfaoe
and pilot balloon weather observations and forward the data' to the Inter-
national Antarctic Analysis Center in Melbourne, Australia.
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A program of related ionospheric observations to study the manner
in which ionospheric variations occur at the two ends of the magnetic
line of force will be carried out in conjunction with the northern con-
jugate station. To facilitate exchange of timely information with the
Canadian station, Eights has a special directional radio antenna which
will enable its scientists to communicate directly with the National
Bureau of Standards at Boulder, Colorado which will then telephone Canada
and relay the data. This will contribute immeasurably to programs which
require simultaneous observations.

The future of Eights Station is, like all Antarctic stations, de-
pendent upon the need for scientific information from the continent. For
the immediate future, the plans for Eights consist of its active partici-
pation in the International Year of the Quiet Sun, a program of intensive
study much like the IGY except occurring during the period of minimum
solar activity. The IQSY program at Eights will be devoted entirely to
upper atmosphere physics.

As for the permanency of the facility, Eights is considered a finished
product. All the major construction that was planned was completed this
past summer and there are no plans at the present to enlarge the station.
The buildings, of course, will require maintenance from time to time, but
this is normal and will be routinely handled during the summer support
season.

During the construction of the station, the Air Force flew 25 C-124
air.-drop missions to deliver fl'-4, aviation gasoline, and diesel fuel.
Air Development Squadron SIX flew approximately 45 LC-130F flights to de-
liver buildings, provisions, supplies, and personnel to the site. Be-
cause of the closer proximity of Byrd Station to Eights, it was necessary
to make 14 trips to Byrd to deliver enough JP-4 to support the Eights
Station flights.

Next year's logistic effort in support of Eights will include 39
trips by the Air Force to drop 482 tons of fuel. This will be done by
MATS LC-130E aircraft since the C-124 was phased out of operation with
the completion of DEEP FREEZE 63. The Navy plans to fly 22 trips to de-
liver, by LC-130F, the 152 tons of supplies, provisions, and personnel
that will be needed for next summer and the following winter.

With the advent of the 1963 wintering-over period, the possibilities
and results to be brought about by the United States' most recent Antarc-
tic station are looked forward to with great anticipation.

EDITORIAL NOTE

The following article presents the story of the construction of the
United States Antarctic Stations for the International Geophysical Year.
Since the conclusion of the IGY, major improvements have been accomplished
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at some of the original stations. In some oases, these original stations
have been closed and new stations constructed at other locations. In the
next issue of the Bulletin, Part II of this article, Post-IGY Construction,
will be presented.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC BASES
Part I - International Geo rsical Year Period

by Mr. H.G. Lewis

The Department of Defense has the responsibility for the logistic
support of United States Antarctic programs, including the construction
of station buildings and other facilities. The Navy Bureau of Yards and
Docks, whioh is the Department of Defense agency responsible for the plan-
ning, design, construction, and maintenance of these facilities, conducts
an extensive program for the development of new, and the improvement of
existing structures (See Editorial Note, the Bulletin, Volume IV, Number
3, December 1962, page 18).

The Navy's current program in the Antarctic began in 1955 with the
support of our nation's scientists who were participating in the Inter-
national Geophysical Year. Under the IGY program, the Bureau of Yards
and Docks designed and constructed seven stations across the continent.
These were McMurdo Station on Ross Island, Little America V on the Ross
Ice Shelf, Byrd Station in Marie Byrd Land, Amundsen-Soott South Pole
Station at the geographic South Pole, Ellsworth Station in the Weddell
Sea area, Wilkes Station on the Knox Coast, and Hallett Station at Cape
Hallett.

These responsibilities challenged the ingenuity of the Bureau's
design engineers for many reasons. Antarctica imposed the severest cli-
matic conditions on construction personnel, materials,and equipment that
are encountered at any place in the world. The extreme environmental
conditions prevailing at inland Antarctic stations required the establish-
ment of new design criteria, new engineering and construction techniques,
and even the development of new materials. Construction work at the South
Pole Station was conducted in temperatures well below 0°F and in the rare-
fied air at 10 9 000 feet elevation. Erection of structures and facilities
was accomplished with a minimum of power tools and weight-handling equip-
ment and with personnel hampered by cumbersome Arctic clothing and gloves.
Of necessity, prefabrication was utilized to the fullest extent possible;
simple, experience-proven materials and facilities were provided, and
field-erection procedures were well planned and organized prior to arrival
at the site. Numbers of construction personnel deployed to interior re-
gions were held to a minimum so that the effort required for their support,
including building of the temporary construction camp, permitted accomplishment
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of the basic mission. In spite of these precautions, the effective con-
struction effort was often reduced by 75 per cent due to low construction
efficiency, short construction season, and the tremendous logistic efforts
required in delivering construction materials to remote sites deep in the
interior of Antarctica.

The Bureau's planners and designers learned some valuable lessons
that all new projects for Antarctica should be well planned and carefully
designed; that facilities should be skillfully fabricated and crated to
prevent damage in shipment; that construction should be phased over a
three-year period for any given camp site; and, that careful attention
should be given to every detail in each stop of the long process from
the statement of a requirement to the completion of an adequate facility.

The seven original IGY stations were located in areas having three
basic environments: coastal, ice shelf, and inland. The coastal camps,
except for Little America V and Ellsworth, which were located on ice
shelves, were constructed on exposed soil or permafrost, and the inland
stations were constructed on the surface of the ice cap. The principal
difference in the design concepts employed in development of these sta-
tions was that stations located on the ice cap or shelf were designed
as buried stations, although initially placed on the snow surface,
while the coastal stations were designed to remain exposed, or partially
exposed, year round, since snow does not continue to accumulate in these
areas.

Although the design conditions attending a buried station vary
widely from those of the coastal stations, the Bureau employed one basic
multi-purpose building for all stations. The short time available for
planning and design of the basic structure and the uncertainties of the
site conditions to be encountered, dictated the advisability of utilizing
a multi-purpose structure which would have maximum interchangeability of
component parts and which would require minimum erection time. A simple
prefabricated insulated panel structure was developed for use at all sta-
tions and for nearly all facilities. The 20-foot wide structure was made
up entirely of 4 foot x 8 foot x 4 inch panels, fitted together with
loose splined joints, and providing interchangeability with a mini-
mum of dissimilar parts. High tensile steel roof trusses were fitted in-
to wedge-shaped pockets built into wall panels and, when driven tight,
developed a rigid frame action providing lateral rigidity to the struc-
ture. Roof trusses also aided in the erection process by supporting wall
panels and providing a platform for placement of roof panels. Panels
were held together with surface-applied wedge clips which, when driven
tight, drew the panels together against special cold-weather rubber gasket.
As a result, the shell of a 20 foot x 48 foot building was erected with
a four-man crew in two hours, without special tools and without weight-
handling equipment. The building, although having no through-metal parts,
was provided in modular lengths of 8 feet and by variation of wall panels,
with ceiling heights of 8 or 12 feet. A continuous aluminum sheet lining
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covered the building's interior surfaces, and joints were taped with
pressure sensitive tapes to provide a positive vapor barrier. Design
assumptions included a 125 pound-per-square-foot snow load, 100 mile-
per-hour wind, and a panel "U" factor (heat transfer factor) of .085.

Building constructed on permafrost were placed on 8 inch x 8 inch
wood sills laid directly on the permafrost without gravel pads, and the
space beneath the floor was not ventilated. Experience has since shown
that heat transmission through the floor of buildings erected in this
manner has been insufficient to cause foundation problems and floor
settlement. On the other hand, buildings constructed on snow or ice at
the inland stations were placed on high tensile steel "saddle-type"
trusses which transmit the weight of the building to timber pads out-
side the projected floor perimeter. Here, it was learned that buildings
supported directly on the snow with foundation sills beneath the build-
ing become distorted and unstable due to heat loss through the floor,
melting the snow beneath the building. Foundation pads, placed on the
snow surface without compaction, were sized so that the maximum pressure
exerted on the snow did Act exceed 4 pounds-per-square-inch. These
proved to be very successful at South Pole Station, with the actual capa-
bility of supporting weights up to 15 pounds-per-square-inch and, after
seven years of service, they show no signs of structural stress.

Although the buildings for inland stations were initially constructed
on the snow surface, it was recognized that they soon would become buried
and the stations must function as sub-surface facilities. Hence, connect-
ing corridors and storage caches were also constructed on the surface to
provide access and storage space between the units when the stations be-
came snowed-in. Since the total cube of undersnow storage caches and
tunnels required for annual operations considerably exceeded the total
cube of the buildings, it was necessary to develop a structure of minimum
cost. The resultant solution was a timber frame in 4, 8, and 20-foot
widths covered with chicken wire and then burlap or canvas • This type of
construction was very economical and proved to be quite satisfactory for
corridors and caches in areas of relatively light snow accumulation such
as South Pole Station. After seven years of service, they are still in
near-perfect condition. At Byrd Station, however, heavy snow accumulation
(up to 4 feet annually) caused failures within three years.

Most of the buildings erected in the early DEEP FREEZE Program were
heated with jet heaters burning diesel oil. These high-velocity hot-air
furnaces were equipped with 2-inch diameter ducts which were run to each
room and terminated into silencing diffusers. In the event a power fail-
ure rendered the forced air system ineffective, 55,000 BTU radiant-type
space heaters were used as standby units. Radiant type space heaters
were less satisfactory as a primary heat source because of heat stratifi-
cation and. their lower efficiency.
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One of the greatest fears of men when living in buried buildings
was the fear of carbon monoxide poisoning. This required that particular
care be taken to provide a positive means of fresh air in the buildings
and to locate smoke and exhaust stacks so that discharge gases could not
be drawn back into the buildings. In addition to carbon monoxide detec-
tors, which were provided in each buried building, air intake fans were
sized to maintain a slight positive pressure in the buildings at all
times. These were located at the ceiling to pull cold air through in...
sulated flues and discharge it horizontally along the ceiling to minimize
stratification of the warm air at the ceiling. Fans were located in
the vestibules leading to tunnels to serve the dual purpose of exhausting
the air in the buildings and tempering the air in the connecting corri-
dors; however, this feature proved a mistake as the warm air caused the
corridors to glaze with ice which became rather hazardous. Positive
fresh air intake and exhaust of all habitable spaces cannot be over-
stressed in design and operation of sub-surface facilities.

Another important concern to men living in combustible buildings
below the surface was fire protection. Since water in the liquid state
was at a premium in interior Antartioa, adequate fire protection posed
a difficult problem. Although the Bureau's policy was to provide build-
ings fabricated only of non-combustible materials, funds available for
the IGY program did not permit this feature. Thus, fire protection fea-
tures were limited to the provision of heat-sensing devices located in
each building and connected to visual and audible alarm panels, separa-
tion of buildings with snow barriers, smoke screens in connecting corri-
dors, portable water and carbon dioxide extinguishers and isolated emer-
gency living facilities. This level of fire protection was based on the
assumption that an individual building would be lost once the fire was
beyond the control of hand extinguishers. We were fortunate at our in-
terior stations in that no serious fires occurred.

The scientific programs required that certain buildings be perma-
nently elevated above the snow, such as the Aurora building and rawin
towers. For those, a simple light-weight aluminum tower was developed,
utilizing telescoping pipe columns for legs that offered minimum wind
resistance and which could be jacked periodically to maintain the struo-
ture above the snow. The telescoping logs consisted of six-inch aluminum
pipes inside of seven-inch aluminum pipes that were drilled on six-inch
centers and fitted with dowels and jacking beams. These towers, which
were guyed to "dead-men" in the snow to withstand 100 mile-per-hour
winds, were light enough to be erected without the use of weight-handling
equipment under weather conditions which prevailed at an elevation of
nearly 10,000 feet at the South Pole. They are still in use and have
proven quite satisfactory.

The stations constructed for the IGY program were provided with
only the simplest and most primitive type of water and sewer facilities.
Since they were designed for only a three-year life, the Bureau did not
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consider that costly and elaborate utility s ystems were warranted. Each
building that required water, such as washrooms, galleys, and photo labs,
was provided with a separate snow melter. These snow melters were de.-
signed to utilize waste heat from the jacket water of diesel generator
units, from the galley, or from space heaters. Auxiliary electric heat-
ers were also provided in the melters for use when the power demand was
low and to balance electrical loads in the various phases. This type
snow melter proved to be both adequate and satisfactory for small sta-
tions with populations not exceeding 25 persons. For the larger sta-
tions where the water demand was 1 9 000 gallons per day or more, standard
oonieroial-type asphalt kettles were quite effective snow melters. Use
of these oil-burning kettles, which were developed to melt bituminous
products for road work, resulted in a costly water supply system when
burning drummed arctic diesel oil at over 30 cents-per .-gallon, not includ-
ing air-delivery costs.

Sewage and waste disposal at stations located on the be cap pre-
sented considerably fewer problems than at the coastal stations located
on permafrost. Simple pits dug beneath the buildings were used quite
successfully at the interior stations. The original buildings were pro-
vided with interior waste tanks for collection of water from showers,
lavatories and the galley. These waste tanks were equipped with immer-
sion heaters and, when the tanks were filled, the water was heated and
released. This jet-type disposal of large quantities of hot water
caused the sewage pit to continue to grow deeper without lateral en-
largement and without jeopardizing building foundations. Privy-type
latrines were placed over the pits for disposal of wastes. Experience
confirmed that sewage and waste could be disposed of at stations on
the ice cap without the necessity for the heated waste tank system, if
the toilet facility was relocated periodically.

Sewage collection at the coastal stations proved to be a difficult
operating problem. The facilities provided were based on the "honey-
bucket" system. Toilet buildings were elevated slightly by placing
them on steel trusses similar to those used for foundation trusses at
the inland stations. Human wastes were collected in half-sections of
55-gallon fuel drums, allowed to freeze, and then delivered to the
bay ice so that the summer thaw would dispose of them. Water from
showers and wash basins was merely drained through rubber hoses to an
area a short distance from the building where it froze and remained
until the summer thaw. Systems of this type were both unsanitary and
odorous during the summer months.

Fuel oil for heating, equipment operation, and power generation, the
largest single logistic problem in Antarctica, was delivered in bulk form
by ship to the coastal stations. At McMurdo, it was pumped from the ships
across the ice, from five to ten miles, through rubber hoses into 250,000
gallon steel tanks. These tanks, constructed directly on the permafrost,
were prefabricated in the States and welded together in the field. In
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addition to these large permanent tanks, 10,000-gallon neoprene tanks,
which weighed approximately 750 pounds and could be folded for storage
into 125 cubic-foot spaces, were used successfully when laid directly on
snow, ice or permafrost. They required only minimum effort for instal-
lation and provided convenient bulk storage for almost any use. Fuel
oil for the interior stations was delivered by ship in 55-gallon drums
to McMurdo and then flown to the interior generally by C .-124 aircraft
for air-drop. Both the free-drop and the parachute-drop methods were used.

GEOLOGY IN ANTARCTICA
THE IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC ROCKS

by Dr. Samuel B. Treves

During the International Geophysical Year and since, significant con-
tributions to our knowledge of the metamorphic and igneous geology of Ant-
arctica have been made by geologists of many nations. These new data are
swnarized and evaluated in terms of previous knowledge and concepts and
are used as the basis of the suary statements which deal with the geo-
logic history and structure. (for related article, see the Bulletin,
Volume IV, Number 5, February 1963).

In the following sections the oldest rocks of the Antarctic continent,
those of the Antarctic shield, are considered first. This initial sec-
tion is followed by a chronological consideration of the various younger
igneous and metamorphic rocks, such as the Ferrar dolerites, the Andean
rocks of the Palmer Peninsula, and the recent volcanoes and vulcanism.

The Antarctic Shield of East Antarctica
East Antarctica consists primarily of igneous and metamorphic rooks.

It may be considered a core of ancient rooks or a continental shield
much like the Canadian shield of North America. The ancient rocks that
compose the shield are, therefore, only exposed along the Transantarotic
Mountains and along the coast of East Antarctica.

It is now known that the Transantarctio Mountains consist primarily
of granites and gneisses which contain inclusions of older metamorphosed
sedimentary and igneous rooks. The Thiel Mountains, for instance, con-
sist primarily of hypersthene-bearing granitic rocks that are out by a
younger biotite-bearing granite. To the south, in this same general area,
slightly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks out by a later diorite compose
some of the nunataks. The rocks of this range are broken by high angle
faults. Unfortunately, the absolute age of these rocks is not known.
In the Ohio Range, to the west of the Thiel Mountains, the shield con-
sists primarily of pink granitic rocks which contain inclusions of older
metamorphosed igneous and sedimentary rooks. Once again the mountains
consist of large blocks, broken by high angle faults, and are differenti-
ally elevated along these faults. The absolute age of the shield rocks
is again not known.
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The relationships described above are characteristic of much of the
Transantarotic Mountain chain. In the vicinity of the Beardmore Glacier
along the southern Ross Ice Shelf, however, New Zealand geologists have
found definitive Cambrian, 600 to 500 million year-old fossils in lime-
stone that is presumably out by younger granitic rocks. This means sim...
ply that some of the granitic rocks of the Transantarotio Mountains are
surely younger than the Cambrian rocks they intrude or that they are
probably early Paleozoic in age. It also means that some of the rooks that
have long been considered to be Precambrian, older than 600 million years,
in age, may well be remnants of a once more extensive blanket of early Pale-
ozoic, marine, sedimentary rocks that were Intruded by granitic rooks
during an early Paleozoic period of mountain building. ExampLes are the
marbles, sohists, and gneisses of Marble and Gneiss Points in Southern
Victoria Land, which originally were limestones and other sedimentary
rooks; the metamorphosed inclusions in some of the granitic rocks; and
such slightly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks as the shales and greywaokes
of the Robertson Bay group of the Cape Adare areas. A somewhat question-
able radioactivity age of 520 million years for biotite from a gneiss
collected at Gneiss Point tends to confirm this suggestion.

On the basis of this and similar evidence some geologists have sug-
gested that the present site of the Transantarotic Mountain chain was
once a sedimentary trough that was mountain-built in early Paleozolo time
and, hence, that all of the granitic rooks exposed in these mountains are
probably early Paleozoic in age. It should be pointed out, however, that
from l0°E to 165°E longitude, along the coast of East Antarctica, gra-
nitic rocks occur which are similar in many respects to the shield rooks
of the Transantarotlo Mountains. The Russians have dated many specimens
from this coastal sector of the shield. Their results indicate that many
of the rocks are undoubtedly early Paleozoic in age. Others are definitely
Precambrian in age, some being more than 1000 million years old. At
Wilkes Station a quartz diorite and a miatic gneiss, dated by American
investigators, give ages of 950 and 1,100 million years, respectively.

It seems clear that where absolute dates are available the shield
consists of a complex of early Paleozoio and Precambrian granitic rocks
and gneisses. The definition of trends or belts, therefore, must surely
be deferred until more detailed mapping and dating of the shield rocks,
especially in the area of the Transantarctio Mountain chain, is under-
taken and completed.

Problematical Areas of Granitic and Metamorphic Rocks of West Antarctica
Granitic and metamorphic rocks occur in isolated nunataks and moun-

tain ranges in West Antarctica, to the west of the Transantarotic Moun-.
tain chain, in the area of the Ross-Weddell "graben," the Edsel Ford
Ranges, the Sentinel Mountains, and Thurston Island. These areas and
the problems they present are considered briefly below.
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Nunataks immediately to the west of the Transantarotic Mountains in
the general area located between the Horliok Mountains and the southern
end of the main mass of the Sentinel Mountains were discovered and in-
vestigated by various geophysical traverse parties. Many of these nuna-
taks consist of granitic rooks which intrude metamorphosed sedimentary
and igneous rocks. The ages of these rocks are not known.

The Edsel Ford Ranges consist of granitic rocks which are intrusive
into folded and faulted, older sedimentary rocks. The metamorphosed sedi-
mentary rocks are now sohists, phyllites, slates, and quartzites. No
fossils have been found in these rooks and no absolute dates are available.

The Sentinel Range consists of slightly metamorphosed, elastic sedi-
mentary, rooks which have been folded. The Heritage Range, located to the
south of the Sentinels, consists mainly of quartzites, which may be cor-
relatives of some of the rooks of the Sentinel Range. Quartzites described
from Mt. Moore and Mt. Johns to west of the Sentinel Range are also prob-
ably correlatives of the rooks of the Sentinel and Heritage Ranges. No
definitive fossils have been described from any of these areas, therefore,
the ages of the rooks are not known.

Thurston Island consists of massive to gneissic diorite that con-
tains layers of schist. No age for the rooks is available.

The areas briefly described above are considered problematical be-
cause the ages of the rooks are not known. Further, the relationship of
these rooks to other major geologic units like the Antarctic shield or
the Palmer Peninsula, is likewise unknown. Some investigators, on the
basis of the chemistry of some of the intrusive rooks, scznernineralogi-
cal differences, and, in part, tectonic pattern, have suggested that the
granitic rocks of these areas are much younger than those of the Antaro-
tio shield. Other investigators tend to minimize these differences and
point out that the shield rooks are very diverse and that no fossils have
been found in the sedimentary rooks of these problematical areas. They,
therefore, suggest that these granitic rooks and the associated sedimen-
tary and metamorphic rocks may be Precambrian or perhaps early Paleozoio
in age and merely represent portions of the early framework of the conti-
nent that locally has been intruded by later igneous rocks and folded
during subsequent period of mountain building.

Detailed mapping of these areas supplemented by absolute dates of
the granitic and metamorphic rooks will supply the answers to some of
these questions.

Ferrar Dolerites
The Ferrar dolerites are diabases and are shallow intrusive, ig-

neous rocks. They occur as sills and dikes and are especially prominent
in the sedimentary rocks which mantle the shield rooks of the Transantarc-
tic Mountains. Here, some of the sills are more than 1,000 feet thick.
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Logically, they have an aggregate thickness of over 4,000 feet. A yur-
assic age for these rocks is indicated by one absolute age determination
of 162 million years for a specimen collected from a sill in Victoria
Land.

Possible correlatives of the Ferrar dolerites occur on the Princess
Martha Coast where diabase sills as thick as 1,800 feet intrude slightly
deformed shales and greywaokes. In the Pensacola Mountains, the Dufek
Massif may be only a large, exceptionally thick, layered sill, and in
the northeast part of the Heritage Range there are five basic sills,
some of them 100 feet thick, which occur in the quartzites.

Sills and dikes of this type apparently reflect a period of fault-.
ing and fracturing which produced paths along which the magma could rise.
The intrusives are particularly common in the southern hemisphere where
they characteristically occur in Permo-Carboniferous rocks as they do
in Antarctica.

Palmer Peninsula
The Palmer Peninsula consists almost exclusively of intrusive ig.-

neous rooks ranging in composition from basic gabbros to alkali-granites.
They are comparable in many respects to the rocks of the South American
Andes and Southern Patagonia. On the peninsula these rocks are intrusive
into the rurassic rhyolite-andesite volcanic rocks and older Precambrian
and early Paleozoic metamorphic rooks. At the north end of the peninsula
these intrusives have been dated. The ages range from approximately 70
to 120 million years. The rooks are, therefore, Cretaceous in age, as
has been suggested by the geologists of the British Antarctic Survey.

These rooks seem to be correlatives of the Andean rocks of South
America. It is also generally accepted that the Andean folding, as well
as the rocks, can be traced from Cape Horn through the Scotia Aro into
the Palmer Peninsula.

Tertiary, Pleistocene, and Recent Volcanoes and Vuloanisin
Evidence of comparatively recent vulcanism, ranging in age from

the Tertiary to the Recent, is extensive in Antarctica. In the Scotia
Arc these post-Mesozoic rooks are almost exclusively volcanic and range
in age from Tertiary to Recent. In the area of the Palmer Peninsula,
Tertiary (?) basalts and andesites and Pleistocene (?) and Recent ('i)
basalts occur on the South Shetland Islands. Farther to the south,
Peter I Island consists of extinct volcanoes. The rooks are basaltic
and contain inclusions of basic to intermediate rock types.

Volcanic rocks and extinct or dormant volcanoes are common along
the coast of Marie Byrd Land. Mt. Takahe, for instance, is a low, broad
shield volcano composed of oligoolase andesite that contains inclusions
of plutonic rocks. The Executive Committee Range, the Crary Mountains,
and Toney Mountain, which occur in this same general area in northern
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Marie Byrd Land, consist mainly of andesite, basalt, and trachyte flows.
An andesite specimen similar to the oldest unit exposed in the Executive
Committee Range has been dated. The determined age was 6.2 million years,
which means that these rooks are late Tertiary in age, and, further, that
the volcanoes of this range were probably active then. Mt. Petras con-
sists of acidic flows and fragmental rooks. Farther along the coast in
the area of the Edsel Ford Range basaltic extrusive rooks and a volcano
are present.

In the Ross Sea area, Scott Island, the Balleny Island, and several
smaller islands are volcanic. Ross Island is located here and is a vol-.
oanic complex that consists of basaltic and alkaline lavas. Mt. Erebus,
near McMurdo, the only known active volcano of the continent, is a part
of this volcanic complex. Volcanic rocks also occur immediately to the
west of Ross Island in Victoria Land. They are generally similar to the
small, basaltic cone at Gneiss Point.

In Wilkes Land at Gaussberg a leucite-basalt cone occurs. The Rus-
sians report that rocks from this cone are 20 million years old, late
Tertiary.

Finally, Antarctica is sparsely ringed by volcanic islands such as
Bouvet, Crozet, Kerguelen, Heard, and Macquarie Islands. The volcanic
and associated sedimentary rocks of these islands are no older than
Tertiary,

In general, the volcanic rooks of the Subantarctic Oceanic Islands
and those of East Antarctica are "Atlantic" types which are broadly
characteristic of regions of crustal stability of faulted regions in
other parts of the world • The volcanic rocks of the Palmer Peninsula
and of the coast of West Antarctica are more typically "Pacific" types
which are characteristic of fold arcs of the margins of the Pacific
Ocean where these areas have been subjected to moderate or strong oro-
genio movements.

Geologic History and Structure
The earliest events in the geologic history of Antarctica are re-

corded by the Precambrian and early Pa].eozoio rocks of the Antarctic
shield. The shield is an igneous-metamorphic complex that represents
the roots or stumps of ancient mountains. The long history of the
shield and its complexity is indicated by the great diversity of rock
types and the long span of time that these rocks represent.

The western border of the shield is broken in many places by high
angle faults which divide the rocks into great blocks that have been
differentially elevated along these faults to form the block mountains
of the Transantarotio Mountain chain. The faults out the shield rooks,
the mantling sedimentary rooks, and the Ferrar dolerites. Earlier
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faults associated with the emplacement of the Ferrar dolerites and much
younger faults associated with the most recent vulcanism of Victoria
Land testify to the long and more or less continuously active character
of this zone.

A broad, down-faulted block, the Antarctic graben, was once thought
to connect the Ross and Weddell seas. It is now known that this is not
entirely true. Instead, geophysicists have found that a deep trough
extends inland for several hundred kilometers beneath the eastern por-
tion of the Filohner Ice Shelf and that a similar trough is present
under the western and southern boundary portions of the Ross Ice Shelf.
The two seas may, however, be connected by a narrow, topographic low
in the vicinity of the Horlick Mountains..

Geophysical evidence also indicated that the thinnest orustal
sections of the continent are located beneath the Ross and Filohner
ice shelves. The structures here may be explainable in terms of orus-.
tal stretching and radial fracturing related to rotational movements of
the continent or subcrustal materials. An analysis of the structures
of this area, based on this supposition, is currently being prepared.

The geophysicists have also located a major channel, below sea
level, in West Antarctica that connects the Ross and Bellingshausen seas.
This channel separates the Sentinel Mountains from the volcanic moun-
tains of the coast of Marie Byrd land. Thus, we now know that West Ant-
arctica does not consist of a single expanse of rock which stands above
sea level, but rather that it consists of two broad segments, an essen-
tially volcanic arc and the Sentinels that appear to be a topographic
and possibly a structural extension of the Palmer Peninsula.

Although our ideas concerning the configuration of the bedrock
surface in West Antarctica have changed, there seems to be no compelling
reason to interpret the structures of this area differently. They still
may be continuations of the Andean structures of the Palmer Peninsula.
If this is true, the volcanic rocks of the coast of Marie Byrd Land
merely represent the end phase of an earlier period of mountain building.
The Sentinels, although they probably consist of much older rocks than
those of the Palmer Peninsula, were probably folded during the Andean
period of mountain building.

In the above paragraphs only the highlights of the igneous and meta-
morphic geology of Antarctica could be considered. In addition, it
should be realized that because the interpretations are based on very
little information they are controversial. As more detailed mapping is
completed and more absolute dates are determined, our knowledge of the
structure, rooks, and geologic history will improve.
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ANTARCTIC CHRONOLOGY
(Greenwich Mean Time is Used)

13 Feb USS FORSTB]R departed Hobart, Tasmania at 0023 hours enroute to
replace USS DURANT as ocean station vessel.

14 Feb - USS EDISTO escorted USS ARNEB from Hallett Station to open water
and detached her at 2137 hours. USS EDISTO then proceeded to
her Ross Sea Oceanography assignment.

14 Feb - USS TOMBIGBEE departed Nelson, N.Z. at 0030 hours and arrived at
Port Lyttelton, N.Z. at 2200 hours.

15 Feb - USS GLACIER baying departed Wellington, N.Z. at 0700 hours en-
route to Port Lyttelton, N.Z., arrived at 1800 hours.

15 Feb - Lest aircraft flight to Eights Station for DEEP FREEZE 63 com-
pleted.

16 Feb - USS GLACIER departed Port Lyttelton at 0500 hours for McMurdo
Station.

16 Feb - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrived in Port Lyttelton, N.Z. at 0730 hours.

16 Feb - USS FORSTER arrived at Ocean Station to relieve USS DURANT.

16 Feb - Last aircraft flight to South Pole Station for DEEP FREEZE 63
completed.

16 Feb - DET Airdevron SIX Byrd Station (Task Unit 43.2.3) disestablished
at 1400 hours.

16 Feb - USS DURANT departed Ocean Station enroute to Argentine Bay.

17 Feb - USS ARNEB commenced off-loading her cargo at McMurdo at 2000 hours.

18 Feb - RADM Reedy departed Christchurch, N.Z. at 0900 hours for McMurdo
Station.

18 Feb - Task Group 43.5 (Eights Coast Traverse Party) disestablished at
0001 hours.

18 Feb - IJSNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departed Port Lyttelton at 0400 hours for
McMurdo Sound.

19 Feb - Little Rockford Weather Station closed for winter season at 0400
hours.

19 Feb - USS DURANT arrived in Adventure Bay, Tasmania at 0900 hours
from Ocean Station.
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20 Feb - RADM Reedy departed McMurdo Station on an inspection trip to
Byrd Station.

20 Feb - USS TOMBIGBEE departed Port Lyttelton, N.Z. enroute to Sydney,
Australia.

20 Feb - USS GLACIER arrived at Scott Island at 1300 hours and departed
at 1800 hours enrouto to Hallett Station.

21 Feb RADM Reedy returned to McMurdo from Byrd Station at 0302 hours.

21 Feb - USS EDISTO arrived at Hallett Station at 0115 hours.

21 Feb USS GlACIER arrived at Hallett Station at 1400 hours.

21 Feb - USS EDISTO and USS GLACIER effected a rendezvous at Hallett Sta-
tion. EDISTO Medical Officer boarded GLACIER for a trip to
rendezvous with NELIJt DAN to take care of a personnel medical
emergency aboard NELIA DAN. GLACIER then departed for rendezvous
at 650 S 9 1180E.

22 Feb USS DUBANT arrived at Hobart, Tasmania.

23 Feb - RADM Reedy arrived in Christchurch, N.Z. at 0730 hours from
McMurdo,

24 Feb At 1900 hours, USS EDISTO sighted a tabular iceberg at 77032.51S,
174°22.5 1E containing the remnants of what appeared to be one
of the earlier Little America stations, either III or IV.

25 Feb - DET ALFA AIRDEVRON SIX established at McMurdo Station.

25 Feb - USS TOMBIGBEE arrived in Sydney, Australia at 0100 hours.

25 Feb - USS ARNEB completed off-.loading her cargo at McMurdo at 1000 hours.

26 Feb TJSS GLACIER effected rendezvous with NELLA DAN at 0130 hours and
took medical patient aboard.

28 Feb - USS DUPIANT departed Hobart, Tasmania at 0700 hours enroute to
Sydney, Australia.

1 Mar - USS ARNEB completed loading supplies at McMurdo Station.

1 Mar - Beardmore weather station closed for winter season.

1 Mar - USNS CHA.TThHOOCHEE departed McMurdo Sound at 1735 hours enroute
to Port Lyttelton, N.Z.
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2 Mar The wintering.-over population of the inland stations consists
of 11 men at Eights Station, 33 at Byrd Station and 22 at
Amundsen.-Scott South Pole Station.

2 Mar - USS GLACIER arrived at Hallett Station and proceeded on to
McMurdo Station arriving there at 1600 hours on 3 March.

3 Mar - USS GLACIER delivered medical patient to New Williams Field
at 1500 hours.

3 Mar - USS ARNEB departed McMurdo Sound at 0430 hours enroute to Port
Lyttelton, N.Z.

3 Mar - USCGC EASTWLW departed McMurdo Sound enroute to Hallett Station.

4 Mar All flights scheduled between Antarctica and New Zealand for
Operation DP FREEZE 63 have been completed.

4 Mar USS FORSTER departed Ocean Station and went to Campbell Is-
land where she picked up some passengers. She departed Camp-
bell at 0100 hours on 5 March enroute to Dunedin, N.Z.

4 Mar - USS TOMBIGBEE departed Sydney, Australia at 0100 hours enroute
to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Her command shifted at that time to
COMSERVPAC.

4 Mar - USCGC EASTWflD arrived at Hallett Station at 1800 hours and
brought in one additional wintering-over person to the station.
She then departed Hallett at 1810 hours for Port Lyttelton, N.Z.

5 Mar - USS DURANT departed Sydney, Australia at 0200 hours. Her com-
mand was shifted to COMDESFLOT 5 at that time.

5 Mar - The four LC-130F aircraft of Airdevron SIX departed Christchurch,
N.Z. enroute to the U.S. The aircraft departed at one-hour inter-
vals commencing at 2000 hours.

6 Mar - USS FORSTER arrived at Dunedin, N.Z. at 0430 hours and departed
there on 7 March at 2100 hours enroute to Tauranga, N.Z.

6 Mar - USS STATEN ISLAND completed her Palmer Peninsula survey and de-
parted the area for Valpariso.

8 Mar - USS GLACIER departed McMurdo Sound at 0730 hours enroute to Hallett
Station.

9 Mar - USS GLACIER arrived at Hallett Station at 0900 hours and off-
loaded her cargo. She took on 18 passengers and departed at
1130 hours for McMurdo Station again.
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